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Thank you to everyone who has sent in a contribution 
for this edition of  

The Red Rose Runner!   
 

 
Newsletter Editor : Wendy Ward  01772 324440 

        7 Beech Gardens,  
        Clayton-Le-Woods, 
        Chorley, PR6 7UN 

   wendy_ward@talktalk.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hi Everyone, 
Hope you’ve all had a good Christmas and a Happy New 
Year to you all!  And what an edition of The Red Rose 
Runner I’ve finally got for you!  I think it could be called the 
International issue.  There are two brilliant race reports from 
Shane and Ken.   
 
As always our club continues to grow and go from strength 
to strength.  I’ve recently become a regular member of the 
Thursday night runs and its great to see everyone!  I’m still 
amazed at the knowledge and support available from fellow 
runners – we really are the best!   
 
Wendy  
 



 
 
 
 

Dear Runners, 
 
Firstly I would like to wish all of you a happy and prosperous 
New Year.  I hope 2012 is a good year for Red Rose Road 
Runners and a great year for your running. 
At the AGM in October I was appointed Chair and Joe Swarbrick 
Vice-Chair for the coming year.  We are both looking forward to 
the challenge and hope to work together as a team fulfilling our 
main role which is facilitating club business through the 
committee and listening to members. 
I'm sure all members would like to join with me in thanking the 
outgoing team, George and Bernard, who have done such a 
great job over the past four years setting the direction of our club 
and building up the membership.  We have enjoyed great 
success over this period thanks to them in all disciplines of 
racing and our club has enhanced its role in the local running 
scene.   
 
With so much having happened since the last newsletter it is 
really difficult to know where to start with a Chairman's Note, but 
easier to know where to finish.  Below you will find some 
important news for the forthcoming Grand Prix race series.   
At the December committee meeting the decision taken was to 
continue with a handicap system for the Grand Prix competition, 
but change the basis of that handicap.  The previous system 
based on age related performance was a fantastic system for 
levelling the playing field for age, but was both complicated to 
understand and gave a significant advantage to our faster older 
runners.  As these are the same runners competing for the top 
prizes in the Championship we felt that a handicap system based 
on current ability was more appropriate.  So annual handicaps 
will be set for each runner and the placings for each Grand Prix 
event worked out according to them.   
We are keeping the emphasis on the number of races completed 
and the varied nature of the running, so all eight events on the 
Grand Prix list will count towards the final standings.  We have 



also established the precedent for reviewing the scoring system 
for the competitions on an annual basis at committee in case 
further changes are required.  For this reason the current rules 
apply to the 2012 competitions only pending their renewal later in 
the year. 
 
I hope many of you will enjoy competing in the Grand Prix 
events, as although personal success builds the ego, it is the 
taking part that strengthens the club. 
 
Yours, 

 
Philip Butler 
Red Rose Chairman 

 
***Club News*** 

 
Preston Guild 5K 
As part of the Preston Guild, Red Rose have been asked to 
organise a 5k Race. This will take place on Monday 7th May 
around Avenham Park, and we could really do with help on 
the day. There will be lots to do, including marshalling, and 
helping stage the event, so if you can spare the time please 
let us know. Please contact one of the race organising 
committee (John Shepherd / Phil Butler / Julie Thorley / 
Carol Douglass / Joe Swarbrick) to volunteer. Anyone who 
helps but still takes part in the other guild races will be 
eligible for the Guild Series Memento’s. We have 
enclosed a copy of the entry form for this race, and if you 
would like further copies to circulate at your Child’s School 
(there is a junior race for 11 to 17 year olds!) or your 
workplace speak to Julie. John will be in touch shortly with a 
date for a marshal run. We’d like to have names in place as 
soon as possible, so make sure it’s in your diary. 
 
 



Worden Park 10K 
This will be taking place on Sunday 20th May. The third 
Sunday in May is now set to be our regular spot for this race 
– and not Boxing Day as has been the tradition historically. 
Again, all help will be gratefully received. Please speak to 
one of the Race Committee if available to help on the day. 
Again a marshal practice run will be arranged. Entry forms 
are being completed as we speak, and in a change to last 
year, the race Headquarters will be the Eagle & Child pub in 
Leyland. 
 
Co-hosted Cross Country Event 
After a number of years leaving hosting to other clubs, we 
have agreed to join up with Preston Harriers to co-host a 
cross country event around Worden Park on Saturday 3rd 
March. Yet again, we could do with marshals ! The 
advantage of co-hosting is that we will share the duties with 
Preston Harriers, and we are determined that all those Red 
Rosers who want to run the cross country can do so. 
Therefore why not try and rope in a relative or two to help ! It 
is also possible to marshal one of the Junior races and then 
still take part in your race. For this event please talk to Sal 
Cape or Phil Butler to volunteer.  
 

 
And That was the Year that was….. 

 

2011 was another successful year for the club, with old and new runners 

picking up accolades, as well as increasing numbers competing on the fells 

and joining the cross country teams. 

In the Championship, Joe Swarbrick retained his title, holding off strong 

competition from Ken Addison, with Phil Butler securing 3rd place, just 

edging out Shane Cliffe by 6 seconds in the last race of the series.  Debbie 

Kirkman took the women's prize in her first year with the club, with Paula 

Plowman and Carolyn Douglass completing the top 3. 

New club chairman Phil Butler had a strong year, picking up 4 awards, 

including becoming men’s Grand Prix champion.  Dave Earnshaw was 



Grand Prix runner-up and Barry Wheeler improved throughout the year to 

finish third.  Carolyn Douglass won the women’s Grand Prix title, ahead of 

Debbie Kirkman and Yvonne Johnson. 

It was also a good year for the Red Rose couples, with Chris and Karen 

Clarke collecting the men's and women's Vet 50 Championship honours.  

Bernard Elkington was the Championship Vet 70 winner, while Evelyn took 

the Inter Club Vet 70 road prize again. 

Although picking up an injury mid- year, Glenda Dobie narrowly beat 

Alison John-Haslam to the women's Fell Champion trophy.  John Shepherd 

became the men's champion, seeing off last year’s winner Fred Lynch, who 

finished as runner-up.  New fell runner John Rogerson took the Vet 50 prize, 

while Phil Butler and George Fletcher won the Vet 40 and Vet 60 titles 

again.  Paula Plowman also added the Vet 40 prize to her Championship 

award. 

There is was both team and individual honours in the Inter Club 

competitions.  Red Rose again showed superiority on the fells, winning 7 

accolades in total, retaining the Open, Vet and Vet 50 team prizes, but road 

honours were harder to come by.  Glenda Dobie and Phil Butler retained 

their Vet and Vet 40 fell awards, with Joe Swarbrick winning the Vet 55 

road title.  Ken Addision claimed another two awards, winning the Vet 50 

fell title, and finishing second, behind Joe, in the Vet 55 road category. 

Further success was had in cross country, with the ladies Vet 45 team 

finishing third and Joan Gouldthorpe taking third place in the Vet 55 

category.  Although there were no winners for the men, they consolidated 

there place in division 3, having been promoted season before. 

  

With existing runners returning from injury, and new members such as 

Stuart Roberts, Claire Bunce, Ben Donoghue and Jose Pinon Shaw all 

showing promise towards the end of the year, let hope that 2012 is as 

successful and as competitive as 2011. 

And that leads nicely on to the Presentation Evening, which is set to be 

held on Thursday 29
th

 March, at The Poachers, Bamber Bridge. We will 

be sending out more information nearer the time, but the usual time 

honoured format of gentle pre-presentation night run, followed by 

presentation, then food & drink will be upheld.  Please ensure you get 

your trophies back to Janet asap so she can make sure they are 

engraved in time.  



 
 
 
 

Amsterdam Marathon 16th October 2011 
 
Has three races’ 
Marathon   starts  9:30  in Olympic Stadium 
8k   Starts 10:10 Next to Stadionplein 
Half Marathon Starts 13:30 Close to Olympic Stadium 
 
Fun started early morning Friday Liverpool airport, then flew to  
Schiphol airport, we caught bus into Amsterdam which was pleasant ride giving 
us slight tour of outskirts of Amsterdam, I had chosen a hotel as much on price 
as positioning in-between Main town and Olympic stadium where start of race 
and Expo are, after checking into hotel went to collect numbers and chips if 
needed, Amsterdam Marathon works on reusable chips, (this means after race 
chips are given back for reusing unless you have your own personal chip) 

 
 
START 
Baggage drop off out side stadium then walk into stadium for start this not a very 
large international race with only 10,000 runners it is pen start (this means you 
are put in pens leading back from start on you predictive finish meaning fast 
runner do not fall over slower starters) there is not the problems for toilets like 
other races as men have urinals placed about leaving pots for ladies or number 
2’s 



 
RACE 
This Marathon consists of one small lap and a large lap. Which is great for 
runners and spectators as well? 

You start in the Olympic stadium where you do half a lap of track and out on to 
roads, as you come out of stadium turn left onto main road, this section is where 
Sal watched from, we ran up main road for about 2 k then turned left in to and 
through Vondel park (park about 1.1/2K)  towards old town in a clockwise circle 
coming back onto main road turning left up past where Sal stood just after     
passing her turned left out towards Amstel cannel turn right onto cannel side 
where you run along it till around 19k mark then the only main incline on race, up 
ramp to cross bridge and down other side running  on other side of cannel at 26k 
coming off cannel side going slight right heading out into residential and bit of 
industrial area at 34 k start heading home running out skirts of Amsterdam town     
towards Vondel park you enter park at around 37k where you came out of park 
on first few k of marathon, you now run this section  in reverse, running park and 
back onto main road which you started race on, past Sal and back into stadium 
for finish. 



 

FINISH 

You come back into stadium to roar of the crowd, music and announcer on loud 
speaker cheering you home, after crossing line you get medal and foil sheet, 
then only bit err you have to go out of stadium to get drink and feed before 
coming to baggage area as stadium is not big enough to cater for this all to be in   
there. 



 

BAGGAGE AREA 

After finishing marathon and collecting bags you just slump down in this area for 
a bit it does get a bit crowded as people start to come through getting ready for 
half marathon that takes place starting on road in front of stadium 

OVER ALL OPINION OF RACE 
Well set up, well marshalled on out skirts, bit thin on support, first loop area 10k 
plenty of support good support in start and last 4k, which is where you need last 
help and push. 

SPECTATORS OPINION (Sal) 

Sal found it lot more laid back and not as intimidating to getting around compared 
to likes of London, Where she stood she watched runners come out as tail 
runners past her elite runners where just about passing her after short loop, as 
tail runners past her on small loop, very shortly after they then had a 8k run take 
place, as this was finishing the Elite was on way in finishing Marathon, she stated 
she just had time to fit a brew and wee in-between races/ runners. 

 
 

34 k start heading home running out skirts of Amsterdam town  towards Vondel 
park you enter park at around 37k where you came out of park on first few k of 
marathon, you now run this section  in  reverse, running park and back onto main 
road which you started race on, past Sal and back into stadium for finish. 

 



 

FINISH 

You come back into stadium to roar of the crowd, music and  announcer on loud 
speaker cheering you home, after crossing line you get medal and foil sheet, 
then only bit err you have to go out of stadium to get drink and feed before 
coming to baggage area as   stadium is not big enough to cater for this all to be 
in there. 

 

Shane Cliffe 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Running Down Under 
 
It all started in 2003, it was on my first trip to Australia. We had arrived in Sydney 
and there was signs that something big was about to take place in the city.  
Everywhere you turned there were posters and news about the City to Surf race. 
Little did I know that this involved 70000+  runners taking part in a 14k race from 
Central Sydney to Bondii Beach and that I would return in 2008 to race in the 
event. 
 
I was not too fit at that time and put a half hearted effort into getting a qualifying 
time that would get me in behind the top runners. That was not as hard as it 
sounds. I just had to prove I could finish in under 75 minutes to get in with the red 
start. They are the 3000 or so who go behind the 50 elite and 500 preferred  
runners. (those who were supposed to go under 55).  
 
I ran a reasonable race and finished 29th V50 in 58 and a little bit, and 
comfortably in the first 1000 which had been my main target. It was quite a 
surreal experience being surrounded by so many runners. In fact I just about 
finished before the last person had crossed the start line and there are aerial 
photos of the route showing a mass of runners from the start to the finish. 
 
Well, I was now up for a challenge. Talking to the Sydney runners it transpires 
that I could join a band of semi-elite by doing 55 at 55, so the plan was to return 
again in 2011 as a fit V55 hopefully with a qualifying time for the preferred start 
group and with a knowledge of the course that would allow me to cut 100’s of 
metres off my previous race distance. (mostly by not running in lane six of a long 
bend in the road on the wrong side of a dual carriageway). 
 
We now jump forward to 2011. I am much fitter, with the help of Red Rose 
Runners, and raring to go. Just one snag, my good wife Cath has now retired 
and we have had longstanding plans for a trip to New Zealand.  
 
Not too worry. A quick scan through information provided by the magic of the 
internet shows many races in NZ that look like a suitable challenge.  
 
So come the end of February we are off for a couple of months of carefully 
planned itinerary that just happens to coincide with some interesting events! 
 
We had landed in NZ in the middle of a record heat wave from frozen England 
and I had allowed myself one day to acclimatise before my first race. It was a low 
key 10k club run with just over 100 runners. Well, we had spent the day walking 
in the heat, not the best preparation. But the biggest mistake was getting the start 
time wrong. I ended up running from our accommodation clutching my $5 entry 
money to meet some bemused marshals were the registration was being held. 
Anyway they let me enter and gave me a raffle ticket. I was a bit confused by this 
but there was no time to ask as the next thing I know the race has started and I 
am in the wrong place. The adrenalin got to me and I sped off in pursuit, 
clutching my raffle ticket. After about 2k I had caught the leaders and at one point 
took the lead, although I had no idea where I was going and it was not 
marshalled all the way round, only at major junctions. It transpired that it was 3 



laps around a big park. At least I could give my puzzled wife the ticket at the end 
of the 1st lap. The early pace told as the heat made my head feel as if it was 
about to explode and my jet lag finished the job off nicely. I managed just under 
41 minutes and 3rd overall some 3 minutes behind the winner who had just been 
using it as a training run and had been chatting to me for about 2k mid race 
asking about our club and how come I was racing there. I could not really speak 
so I am not sure he learnt very much. 
 
Now I find out what the ticket is for. At the end of the race instead of race prizes 
they hold a raffle as a local shop donates about 30 prizes every race some of 
which are a little peculiar as the shop is a Chinese we sell everything type. But 
very good fun none the less. 

 
The 1st 3. The guy in white shot off soon after this. 
 
My next race was Round the Bays in Wellington. This is a big event with 2 races 
both finishing in the same place at the same time. Confusing or what? I had 
entered the half marathon with about 10000 others, against my better judgement 
as the other race was a sensible 10k or something like. I had promised Cath that 
we would be good for sightseeing after the race, which started at some unearthly 
hour in the morning, as I expected to finish by 10ish. The plan was to run with the 
90 minute pace runner. By 9am I appreciated the early start as it was already 25 
degrees and getting hotter by the second but I managed to stick to my plan and 
finish in 89.56 alongside the excellent pace setter 59th and 3rd V50. Several 
runners were hospitalised with heat related problems! Many gallons of energy 
drink later I was good for the site seeing in the pm.  



This was an out and back route so there was good motivation by seeing people 
running the opposite direction and of course everybody was offering 
encouragement to each other. 

 
We are off. I am at the back. 
 
Race 3 was in Melbourne. Yes I know that is not in NZ! We jetted off for a week 
in Oz to meet friends and luckily for me there was another race to run. This time 
it was a 15k and an even earlier start. This meant creeping out of our apartment 
at 6.30 to get a taxi. The public transport does not start in Melbourne till after 8 
on a Sunday and despite my best efforts I could find no other alternative method 
of getting to the start on time. At least the weather was more like home, torrential 
rain. This race was even more complicated than the Wellington. There was a 
mass start of 1000 or so for a combined 5k, 10k and 15k with each runner having 
a colour coded number for their chosen event. The course was very simple 
though, 3 laps of 5k down the same road keeping to the right of the road 
markings with a hairpin turn each 2.5k, although one or two found the right a 
difficult concept. 
 
I had targeted this race as the one to try and win my age group. They only do 
10yr groupings down under so I new it might be tough though. Looking at past 
years results I would need a sub 62 run.  
 
This race was tricky as there were runners setting off quickly for the 5k and from 
behind you could not tell who was doing what until the first turn. It was going well 
and a rough count put me in the top 40 with about half in the shorter races and 
only a couple of older looking guys ahead of me.  



After the first lap the 5k runners finished so it became easier to know your 
position and I was gaining places as well. Halfway round the second lap we were 
already lapping slower runners as well so that added to the mix. 
 
By 10k we were well mixed up with slower 5 and 10k runners but the front end 
was thinning out as the fast ones finished. At the turning points I could see 2 15k 
guys about 100m behind who were definitely at least v50 runners so I could not 
afford to ease off. I guessed I was in the top 20 at the finish still in front of the 
men I had spotted so was felling confident. Unfortunately the rain gremlins and 
struck and the chip timing was not functioning 100% so the results would not be 
available till the next day after some cross checking. No worries, the free 
pancakes made up for that disappointment.   
 
With no access to the internet I had to visit the Tourist Information Centre to 
access the results. The very nice lady there printed me a copy of the first page. I 
had made 1st V50 and 19th overall in 61.55. I would also have won the age group 
in the 5k and 10k races with my split times. As a footnote there were 3 other 
international age group winners. 
 

 
Note the colour coordinated shoes and number! 
 
After a 3 week break from racing my final event was back in New Zealand, The 
Kaiteriteri Gold half marathon. This takes place in the small town of that name 
which is in a beautiful location on the border of the Abel Tasman National Park. 
This was described as very tough and it lived up to that billing. 
 
The heat had returned and I was therefore pleased about another early kick off 
time. There was also a range of events taking place. The walkers set off first 



followed by the runners 30 minutes later and then the 10k walkers and runners 
sometime later over the final few miles of the half marathon course. 
 
The first few miles were very undulating but then came the climb. It was 4 miles 
of continuous up, at the top we were greeted by a piper and a Tour-de-France 
type reception! After 2 mile descent I passed the leading walker approaching 10 
miles. The lady in question had been a NZ international walker in the past. 
 
At this point I was running well and was on target for the mid 80’s but I foolishly 
ran past the water point without taking a drink. Between 9½ and 10½ we ran out 
and back along the same road so you got a good feel for your position. I had at 
least a 4 minute lead over the next runner and was about 90 secs behind the 
runner in front, so I felt pretty relaxed. Well, around the 11 mile mark we started 
seeing the 10k runners and walkers, it was then I hit the wall. It happened in 1 
stride as I stepped sideways to pass a slow runner I nearly fell over. All I could 
manage was a pathetic wobble forwards. For the next few minutes I struggled big 
time as much of it was also up hill again. I knew I had a big lead and so I 
managed to keep going with that thought in mind. I thought I was going to hang 
on to my place but at the 13 marker a guy came past me like I was going 
nowhere. He was surprised to see me! I was very grateful to finish and get some 
fluids and food down me. Lots of pineapple and melon was on offer. My time had 
gone from a potential mid 80 to a 93 but at least I won the v50 and was still 9th 
overall.  
What impressed me most about this race was the prize giving. The trend down 
under seems to be less in the way of prizes for race winners, I got a bottle of 
beer and an engraved glass, as did all the winners, but more in the way of spot 
prizes. Here they were amazing. The total value was in the 1000’s of dollars. 
Many local firms had donated vouchers and prizes, from surf boards, camping 
equipment, day trips and meals, much kit and shoes, free entry into some big 
races etc etc. This ensured that there was a really good after race atmosphere. 
About 25% of the 500 entry went home with something very worthwhile. A lot of 
hard work had gone into making this race so successful. 
 



 
The male V50 open, V40 and V60 winners. 
 
Well was this a racing holiday or a holiday with races? I suppose it depends who 
you ask. Seriously there were so many races that I could have entered and as 
we were away for such a long time I did feel the need to do something to 
motivate me to at least a few training runs. I did turn down an offer of a place in 
ultra distance relay team. That would have meant a change of schedule and that 
would have been a step too far even for me! 
 
I will be back to Sydney one day to do the race. Maybe next August as we have 
just heard our son is emigrating there next month! 
 



 
A close encounter with a wandering albatross! 

 
By Ken Addison 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please Note:  There have been some race changes 
which are shown on the calendar on the next page. Also, 
Coniston 14 fills up very quickly. Enter early if you plan 
to take part. 

 
 
 

Thanks to everyone who has 

helped in getting this  

newsletter out to all  

members! 
 



Red Rose Road Runners Race Calendar 2012 
CHAMPIONSHIP GRAND PRIX X-COUNTRY INTER CLUB FELL 

Derby Arms Inkip 

Half Marathon 22nd 

January 

January 14th 

Hyndburn Cross 

Country 

January 14th 

Hyndburn  

January 29th 

Northerns  

Pontefract 

  

Winter Warmer 10k 

5th February 

 February  11th 

Barrow 

February 25th 

Nationals  

Parliament Hill 

 February 19
th

 Golden 

Pearl Preston Scar 

 

 March 31st 

Coniston 14 

 

March 3rd 

Leyland 

 

 March 10th 

Stan Bradshaw 

Pendle Round 

April 15th 

Catford Village 7  

  April 4th 7pm 

Blackpool 

 

 

 May 13th 

Blacksticks Blue 10k 

 

  May 6th 

Great Hameldon Hill 

May 10th7.30pm 

Lytham 

May 6th 

Great Hameldon Hill 

 June 7th 

Cuerden Valley 

Badger 10k 

June 16th 

Bendrigg 10k 

 June 13th 7.30pm 

Preston 

June 21st 

Interclub Fell 

Aggie’s Staircase 

June 21st 

Interclub Fell 

Aggie’s Staircase 

July 29th 

Cliviger 6 

 

July 5th 

Cuerden Valley 

Badger 10k 

July 12th 

Bull Hill 

21
st

 July 

Elswick Express 10 

mile 

 July 16th 7.30pm 

Wesham 

July 12h  

Interclub Fell 

Bull Hill 

July 12h  

Interclub Fell 

Bull Hill 

 August 2nd 

Cuerden Valley 

Badger 10k 

  

 August 15th 7.30pm 

Chorley 

August 25th 

Interclub Fell 

Chipping Show 

August 25th 

Interclub Fell 

Chipping Show 

September 30th 

Run Preston 10k 

 

  September 5th 7pm 

Red Rose 

 

 October 7th 

The Tough 10 

 

   

November 4th 

Derwentwater 10 

 

   November 11th  

Wadsworth Half 

Trog 

  December 16th  

Turkey Trail Race 

 

    December 9th  

Mytholmroyd 

Dates in RED are the expected date of the race, the exact date is to be confirmed. 

 
 



 

Committee Members 
 
Chairperson              Phil Butler  01772 315814 
     12 Valley View, Walton Le Dale,  

P55 4LU 
     pabx21@aol.com 
 
Vice Chairperson   Joe Swarbrick 01772 746241 
Press Officer           6 Houghton close, Penwortham,  

PR1 9HT 
              gemjoe_@hotmail.com 
 
Secretary    Julie Thorley  01772 861693 
     juliethorley@hotmail.co.uk  
 
Membership Secretary   John Rogerson  07947 133 821 
     membership@redroseroadrunners.org 
                
Treasurer                               Dave Aspin 01772 761834 
                      27 Steeple View, Ashton, PR2 2PX 
 
Clothing Secretary                 Karen Clark  01772 696426 
     kclark.bb@btinternnet.com 
 
Mens Road Race Captain      Joe Swarbrick  (as above) 
          
Cross Country Captain   Phil Butler (as above) 
             
Ladies Captain      Sally Cape  07814 757426 
             sally.cape@mcafloorwise.co.uk    
 
Results Secretary  Geoff Haworth                  
 

 
Other committee members:  

Alan Howard 
Janet Saynor 
Carol Douglas 
John Shepherd 
Peter Gibson 

Barry Wheeler 


